
CHAPTER 3 - THE HOUSE

Section 1 - Generalities

1.1 - Behaviour

Ritual is traditionally associated with building. At the first stage of

construction, when digging  the foundations or when the first arch is

raised, the house is dedicated with prayers, a sheep  is slaughtered and a

celebratory meal arranged. A similar  ceremony, when the building is

completed  and before  the tenants move in,  involves the  recitation of

Koranic verses by  the 'ulama. Contemporary conditions may have caused

an erosion  of some  of these ritualistic aspects,  but dedication of the

house  still takes place.1 Punishment, in the form of having one's house

demolished,  is recorded in Yemen as the privilege of rulers. In pre-Islamic

Southern  Arabia  conquerors  destroyed the palaces and inscriptions of

their vanquished foes. In the mid  'seventies  ruins could  still be seen

resulting  from  a similar  exercise by the Imam on his subjects.

The way the house is occupied reflects  social practices  which may

vary but are generally consistent. In  rural areas both men and women

work in the fields. Men do the shopping, in the towns as much as in the

countryside, and women carry out  household chores. Women have a

strong and diversified  relationship with the house: for instance, in

nomadic  societies it is the women's responsibility to set  up and dismantle

the tents;2 and  in the Tihama the decoration of reed houses is done by

women. Elsewhere their intervention may be less evident but is

nonetheless  as important.

Women move into the husband's house when they marry, returning to

their fathers' house if divorced or widowed. In rural areas the sons may

build  separate houses for themselves  at marriage. Commonly , however,

rooms are added to the father's house, and several agnatic families

accommodated in the same building, each having a private area and

sharing certain communal rooms. In the largest  families the  parents live

with the eldest son; they are never expected to live alone, it being  part of

the moral code that protects  parents when they become old and weak.

The best rooms are usually reserved for the eldest and the youngest. In

extended families, women usually share the household duties but, to avoid
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conflict, each family unit has its own kitchen whenever possible. 

Entertaining and socialising  play a  more prominent role in  the  town

than in the country.  During  the afternoon, men and women meet

separately. Qat chewing sessions are the main male gathering pretext,

and, as will be seen later,  a room may be  dedicated   especially  for that

purpose.

1.2 - Postures

Observation of the  postures taken  in  rest and activity helps to

understand how  space is occupied, particularly within the house. The

body is directly  related  to the  function it performs,  and any

intermediate tool exists only when the hand itself cannot do what is

intended.   Thus the man who builds a house in mud or surfaces it in

plaster shapes it with his bare  hands. Even when tools like a trowel or a

float are used, the hands often follow, to smooth and to adjust.

The farmer uses short hand-tools to dig the ground, to thresh the grain;

and  so does the mason to cut his stones, or the woman who sweeps with

a short broom even when long handle versions are available.  It is the body

that  encounters  the field of work. The ground is the natural surface of

work and rest;  tables, benches, counters, for working  or for eating are

rare in the Mountains. A carpenter works on the floor using his hands and

feet to hold materials and tools, women prepare the meals on the kitchen

floor, one eats on the floor. Sometimes mud benches or small platforms

were seen3 but they are rather a means of separating a static  area  from

a circulation zone;  it would be unusual  to see someone sitting on the

ground and eating  from or working on those platforms.  In the Tihama the

wood frame beds that are the one ubiquitous piece of furniture are used

in a similar way.

Squatting is a common position for  rest and function, both inside  and

out;4 it is also the position for washing, urinating and defecating, both for

men and  women. 

Sitting  postures allow for extended periods of time in the same

position. They require a minimum  of  furnishing  - a rug to sit upon  with

something solid to lean on - which is the origin of the particular kind of

hard cushions used in sitting rooms. One sits cross legged or with one

knee raised and the other down, with or without arm rests; or on one's

heels, easily passing to a kneeling posture,  which is the preferred position
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for eating. The ease of these  positions is conditioned by a  few determined

rules (such as not showing the soles of one's feet), which contribute to an

atmosphere of relaxed decorum.

The position for sleeping is laying on the side, with the hands under the

head. No pillow is needed, although some people use a small one

(mukhadda). It is usual  to surround the sleeping  mattresses  with arm-

rest cushions (madka ) defining  an area  that appears almost walled.  It

has been said that  this was a means of protection against  vermin.
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Section 2- Typologies

Basic house types  were mentioned  in the previous chapter. as part of

the general approach to  shelter and settlement. An attempt is  now made

to establish  a typological classification based on functional use and

spatial distribution.

Two major typological groups are identified: one characteristic  of the

coastal strip (Tihama), and the other of the Mountains and their eastern

extension, the Mashriq. Besides other factors of difference, based on

natural and ethnic features such as the Tihama's proximity to Africa,  one

feature  is immediately  obvious, namely  that in the Tihama the dwellings

are predominantly  organized  to expand  horizontally and in the

Mountains vertically. Also, whereas variable methods of construction  and

textural treatments arising from regional diversity do not influence the

basic plan of each type in the Mountains, in the Tihama a classification

based on spatial organization may largely  coincide with one based on

construction materials. 

2.1- The Tihama

Although in the foothills detached  small quadrangular huts with stone

walls and thatched  pitched roofs  appear as transitional forms,  Tihama

houses, from the  standpoint  of spatial organization,  are of  two basic

types. In the first , dwelling units consist of one-room single-storey

structures disposed around,  and accessible through, a high- walled yard

(hawsh or hawyia). In the  second, two or more  storey buildings,  with

several rooms per storey, have  an internal stair directly accessible from

the street  and  are topped by usable terraces. 

The first type, extending throughout the whole region, takes two forms,

henceforward designated  "Reed houses" and "Brick Houses" depending on

the predominant structural material. The second type, concentrated in the

major ports and with isolated  appearances  in the larger inland

settlements, is known as "Red Sea Houses" and is part of a style, built in

coral stone and/or baked brick,  which  elsewhere extends from Suakin in

Sudan to Massawa in Ethiopia.5

House furnishings   are  simple and common to the three   types. The

basic piece is the "Tihama bed"  (kursi ) consisting of a four legged  wood

frame,  sometimes carved,  supporting a sitting or lying surface  and a

small back rest of interlaced rope some seventy centimeters above the
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floor. Occasionally, matresses and  cushioned  back rests, of the

mountain type, may be added to the kursi or spread on  the rawshan

floor of  "Red Sea Houses", as seen in Hodeida.  Spaces in which  to store

personal effects were similar to those in the mountains:  pegs, boxes,

trunks and, in both the "Brick Houses" and the "Red Sea Houses", plaster

shelves and  plenty of decorated niches , with or without doors. 

"REED HOUSES"

Reed houses may appear isolated or with several  units  disposed in an

"open plan"  arrangement,  that is,  without being physically contained by

a compound wall. The common rule, however, for both grass and  brick

houses  is of  easily  extended compounds  containing  a) one or more

sleeping/sitting units (for men and women, separately),   b) a cooking

place (mawfan ) which, in the case of the reed houses, is usually outdoors

in the yard, c) an  enclosure, often roofless, for ablutions and latrine,  d)

an enclosure or  covered unit for agricultural or fishing implements and  e)

another enclosure  for animals. A wall-less covered area (known as barud

in the reed houses of northern Tihama) is commonly seen for  informal

gatherings and qat chewing,  doubling as a sleeping area on the hottest

nights.  Many compounds have their own well.

Known locally  as  'ushash ,  reed houses, are found throughout the whole

Tihama and appear  in both  round and quadrangular plan forms. Round

houses may be detached from the compound wall but quadrangular

houses are generally set so that the yard wall continues the exterior walls

of the buildings. Further typological subdivisions may be possible  based

on the predominance and variations of each of these plans but this was

not attempted  for the present study. 

The  structure is formed from vertical poles regularly spaced,  founded

in the ground and cross-tied with flexible reeds. In the case of round

buildings, those are tied together at the apex, forming conical roofs. In

quadrangular houses the  pitched roof  is based on a  ring beam  on the

four walls and a ridge board running the length of the building. The whole

is then covered with layers of vegetable fibre  - palm leaves, straw or reeds

- ranging from grass laid  loosely  over the frame to a woven fabric tied

with ropes in careful geometric patterns. The exterior of the roofs is  solely

made of grass. Mud may be used for interior rendering of walls and

ceilings and occasionally for solid walls. 
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In the simplest houses the structural frame may be exposed internally. In

general, however,  it is covered  with either straw mats  for walls  and/or

ceilings, or with mats on the ceiling and mud on the walls; or mud

throughout.  The  separation between roof and walls may be  emphasised

with rope motifs or ventilation strips.  

There is much formal variety in the textural treatment of  thatching,

the best examples being in northern Tihama, such as  Al Luhayia for

quadrangular houses and Al Zuhra for  round. In Al Luhayia  structural

and decorative forms from the neighbouring "Red Sea Houses" are

translated into the grass techniques and vocabulary.6 In Al Zuhra  the

exteriors are carefully thatched and the interiors  entirely rendered in

mud, resulting in loftly domelike ceilings. These are colourfully decorated

in  a profusion of floral motifs,  enriched ( as in other "naif" situations

elsewhere on the coast and in the mountains) by the iconography brought

by the Revolution, namely the Republican eagle and flag, planes, cars and

machine guns. Other domestic  motifs may be added, such as  waterpipes,

interpretations of mosque stereotypes, and similar simple representations.

The upper part of the walls is, in turn, decorated with Chinese enamel

plates hanging from a quantity of  built-in wood pegs, protruding  from

rosettes   also painted on the wall. 

Other forms of decoration, seen in   Al Zuhra and  elsewhere,  consist

of  patterns  of multiple concentric circles made in the fresh clay of the

floors and multiple finger imprints on walls and ceilings. 
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A variety of features keep the interiors ventilated and cool. Floors are

regularly sprinkled with water; the wall, if mud, may be separated from

the roof by an unsurfaced  ventilation strip;  or ventilators may be opened

in the mud or straw walls or as latticed panels above the entrance doors.

There are few instances of windows in an  accepted sense, and the

recorded examples, as at Al Luhayya usually reflect the influence of

surrounding more advanced architectural forms .

Compound walls are usually thatched but also  made of mud or tied

branches. Baked  brick may,  although rarely, also appear in compound

walls of reed houses . 

A few  brick houses  appear to have been part of some grass

settlements for a long time, usually associated with leadership  or

administration.  Situations where  grass and brick structures co-exist in

the same settlement or compound become  frequent as the areas of brick

predominance are approached. It appears that,  material means being

available, the tendency is to replace the more precarious by the more solid

material.  Stone was also found in a few cases, such as Mawza and more

remarkably, Al Luhayya. 

In the last 10 years the encroachment  of brick, but mostly concrete,

houses,  in settlements once  wholly built of   reed and grass,  has not

only affected the latter's  formal  coherence,  but also brought a reduction

in the standards of   reed house conservation and  construction.
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BRICK HOUSES 

The "brick houses", built of baked earth bricks,7 are found from north to

south of the Tihama, but predominate  in the central/southern areas, with

the towns of Zaydyia  and Zabid representing respectively the northern

and southern limit areas of influence. Remnants tell of former important

brick constructions in northern Tihama, an area that suffered much from

incursions and political instability.  Today,  a few  settlements  including

Dahi, Al Qanawis and Zaydyia exemplify  a distinctive style from the

southern half, based primarily on the way the brick decorations are

presented. South of Hodeida,  the dominant  brick architecture is

represented  by  Zabid, Hays, Bayt al Faqih and a myriad of smaller

settlements . 

The spatial  organization of the brick house  is similar to that of the

reed houses. Compounds are made of lofty (four or five metres high) one

room quadrangular structures, raised from the ground the height of  two

or three steps and  opening  onto  a central yard. A  covered entrance hall,

with masonry or wood benches, is characteristic, kitchens are generally

indoors and great emphasis is usually given to a main reception room

('usha or liwan ). A covered, but open on the sides and occasionally

arcaded,  space for sitting/ sleeping on the hottest periods is equivalent to

the barud  found in reed houses and known as sfaf  or saqifah..8These

structures may be aggregated into continuous volumes along the

compound wall and are capable of limited expansion in height with

isolated rooms  and high parapeted courts on the roof, accessible by

external stairs. 

The plan of the rooms was  in several instances found to be modulated

on the dimensions of the Tihama bed -  average 1.75 x 90 cms and 70 cm

high. The compound walls are also quite high, averaging  three metres

and giving settlements a peculiar atmosphere with their long brick lined

corridor-like streets, punctuated here and there by an elaborate doorway,

the  roofline  frieze  of a taller building and glimpses of the decorated

facades to the court. 



Variations of  upper floors,  accessed by external or internal stairs, were

seen in Zabid and elsewhere.  In Zabid, when the ground floor was used

for non-residential purposes - perhaps a warehouse, shop or cotton gin -

the residential part  could be  above it,  accessible by an external stair and

with the rooms opening onto a higher central hall with a surrounding

clerestory admitting light and air.  Another situation was exemplified  by

the buildings for the administrative or military  representatives  (hakuma)

which were multi- storeyed brick structures  with an internal stair,

structurally similar to those found in the Mountains and  generally in

evident contrast with the  civilian buildings around. 

The outstanding feature of these houses is the quality and density of

decoration of walls, ceilings and openings. Stylistic influences seem to be

of two major origins - one, the erudite source, associated with Zabid and

its importance as a cultural centre; the other, Indian craftsmanship,

abundant on the coast until the 19th century. 

The decorative possibilities of brick alone are fully explored in the

treatment of walls. Except  for a few cases found in northern Tihama, the

external face of the walls is bare of decoration.  Other than  the compound

entrance door and the top floor of two-storey buildings,  openings exist

exclusively  in the elevations turned  to the yard. Pointed arches, rather

than the round arches common in the mountains, are used as   structural

features,  for framing  openings and as decorative devices.  

Ornamentation occurs in platbands, interiors and  especially on the

courtyard  façades which can be completely covered. Brick designs may be

left exposed as in and around  Zaydyia or covered with a light layer of lime

plaster  as is  more usual  in Zabid. The decorative themes in both areas

are  subject to the geometry of brick laying but, elsewhere  free form

designs with stylized floral motifs, wheels, circles, spirals and so forth are

carved on a thick layer of white plaster.

Doors and windows  offer themselves to dense wood carving of panels,

frames and brackets. Both have perforated or latticed  ventilation panels

on top complemented with lower panels for  the windows. Coolness is also

ensured, as in the reed houses, by wetting the floor each  morning.

Interiors may display extensive plaster carving, with a considerable

number or shelves and niches alternating with every  conceivable

opportunity  for applied decoration and colourful accessories, such as

enamel plates and Indian lithographs.  Ceilings are often textured by the

latticed  pattern of the branches supporting the roof material. Boarded

wooden painted  ceilings are common  with patterns seen with a higher
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degree of refinement  in the decayed  examples of "Red Sea Houses". 

In the mid 'seventies  plaster carvings were being abandoned, not

because of their cost or lack of craftsmen, but simply  because they were

considered old-fashioned.9 At the same time  a few examples were seen

in which a similar technique  was attempted using  industrial cement, but

with cruder results.  On the other hand,  the painting of ceilings  based on

traditional models  remained  popular, at the same time that  painting of

the interiors with bright imported colours   was gaining   favour.

Stone, quarried in the mountains,  and cement blocks  were introduced

at  about this time  and, with them, typological variations.  In the areas of

influence of the brick houses, the traditional spatial  model has persisted

but  the use of cement blocks  has become  widespread. 
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RED SEA HOUSES

Spatially very distinct is the "Red Sea House"  type. Known locally  as

"Turkish Houses",  these houses were built  in the once important ports of

Mocha, Hodeida and Al Luhayya for merchants  and administrative

officers, particularly during the Turkish occupations. They are  two to four

storey structures, with an internal stair. 

The ground floor is generally utilised for stores and shops which may

have their own entrance and be unconnected with the residential part. The

floor above contains the main sitting room (majlis ), often  with the

characteristic wood latticed balcony known  as rawshan or, colloquially,

taqa turki (Turkish window) together with   one or more  sleeping/sitting

rooms. A second  floor contains   private rooms  and  a semi covered court

(kharja ) with the stair  to the  floor or floors above. This  stair is not

necessarily the continuation of that from the ground floor and may be in

wood and  open to the sky. The uppermost  floor characteristically has an

isolated room preceded by a covered porch (darwa ) and opening onto a

roof terrace (also  kharja ), enclosed by plaster screens. Sleeping on this

terrace is common. Additional areas of the terrace may be precariously

roofed with thatched material or, more recently, corrugated metal

sheeting. Kitchen, water rooms (where water for domestic consumption is

stored) and bathrooms are located  on the upper  floors.  Ventilation is

achieved by the perforated high parapets of the terraces, latticed  window

and balcony shutters  and perforations above the doors. 
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In Al Luhayya dilapidated examples  were seen  in which a sitting room

with an arcaded porch  at  ground level opened to what was once a

garden, a feature similar to that found in the houses of the garden

suburbs of Sana'a.

This type, nearly extinct, reflects particular attention both to proportion

and to decorative schemes. The walls are rendered with white plaster and

friezes, parapets, and openings are decorated with brick or plaster

carvings. Carved wood is widely used in doors, windows, latticed balconies

and canopies. Wood ceilings are often painted with minute designs.

After the Revolution, western building types -  flats and villas - were

erected in Hodeida, where a building boom was mostly due to the  new

port, and soon extended to other areas. In Hodeida this meant the

desaggregation of the  reed house  clusters  and the  accelerated decay of

the  "Turkish Quarter". One feels, however, that an  alternative, popular,

idiom was being experimented, as revealed in the somewhat whimsical

treatment  of the   exterior of many buildings.
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2.2- The Mountains

Three major  types appear in the mountains:  1)  Single storey houses,

with no possible expansion in height;  2) Two storey houses, with an

external stair but no further  expansion in height;  and 3) Multi-storeyed

houses, with an internal stair, which, begining  with  one storey,

commonly extend to four or five and occasionally more.

SINGLE STOREY HOUSES

In the first type, the simplest units have  either compact or U shaped

plans. In the latter case one of the arms  of the U is reserved for living

quarters and the other for storage and animals. The embryonic court

formed by this shape may or may not  be  private and  enclosed.  These

units  may exist  in isolated form;  as part  of a larger cluster of the same

type;  or attached to buildings of a different type.

In this simplest form,  illustrated by Al Janad at the beginning of last

chapter,   clusters   exist in which each house is part of a beehive

complex, occasionally  with  internal links.  Reception and  sleeping rooms

tend to be located at the periphery, with  storage  spaces and kitchens  at

the interior. Light and ventilation originate from apertures in the roof

which,  being   usually  too fragile to be walked on, has no access stair.

A variation of this arrangement is typical of the examples seen in the

southeast of the country, in which clustered  units, with  a basic U form,

have elementary courtyard spaces with walk-on roofs sometimes

connected by stairs and bridges. Top light apertures  are common but

simple  shuttered window openings are also seen.  Tall structures, with a

combined use as surveillance posts and stores  or housing,  punctuate

these clusters. 
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TWO STOREY HOUSES

If a roof can be walked upon a room can be  provided above it. A natural

sequence to the single  storey form is represented  by a type  constituted

by two-storey roughly quadrangular buildings with an external stair. The

lower floor, with  minimal doors and ventilation slits, is  reserved for

animals, storage and possibly cooking. The top floor, containing  the living

quarters, has windows, which may be somewhat elaborated with a lower

section having opening shutters, topped by a fanlight of thin alabaster  or

a more recent alternative of coloured glass set in gypsum tracery. This

type was  seen in the Highlands from Hayma and Bani Matar  through

Yarim  to Al Baydha,  both  in isolated houses and  settled communities

where it  may either predominate  or form part of a group with tower

houses.  

In  neither of these two types are  sanitary facilities incorporated in the

house. Water for household consumption is stored either in the kitchen  or

in its vicinity.
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MULTI-STOREYED HOUSES: THE "TOWER HOUSE"

In the third type the  various floor levels  are articulated around the

structural element of a continuous staircase, running  from  ground to

roof  top.  The house grows in height as the family  increases. The houses

of this type, the most common everywhere in the mountains, are known as

"Tower Houses" - a designation adopted for the obvious similarities with

the watch towers that exist all over the mountains. The characteristic

machicolation  controlling  the access to   the watch towers  continues  in

the fully developed house forms where it finds  various  applications.  In

the central and northern  highland plateaux  the "Tower House"  plan may

be round  or  quadrangular;  elsewhere the quadrangular plan

predominates. In some situations  particularly  in the northern  Sana'a

valley,  the round tower is topped by one or more quadrangular rooms,

indicating  an extension or elaboration of residential use. 

The  arrangement  of space in  tower houses, to be  subsequently

detailed, consists basically of three superimposed zones. Space for

animals and bulk storage is on the ground floor with granaries and

household storage at the first floor or mezzanine level. Reception and large

gatherings  are on the floor above which  occasionally incorporates family

quarters. Finally the upper floors are the  family quarters proper with  in

many cases a small receiving room for the houseowner at the roof level.

Kitchens and sanitary facilities tend to be  at the higher levels but may be

repeated at other floors, depending on the number of related families living

in the same house. Yards of variable sizes may be included within  the

house curtilage, but  dwellings are usually  packed in tight clusters with

little, if any, open space allocated  for individual houses.

At the lower floors openings are usually limited to ventilation slits,

which become larger and more elaborate as the  building  height

increases. Windows are normally formed by an opening lower section  and

a fenestral  made, as in the previous type, by alabaster plates or gypsum

tracery and coloured glass. It is in this type that windows  become a major

pretext for  enrichment  of elevations  and  interiors.  
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Variations of this  model were seen in the eastern part of the central

Highlands and in the eastern slopes (Mashriq ),  where single-storey mud

structures are equipped with an internal stair to the roof which may

suggest a provision for potential  growth.  Buildings may appear in pairs,

separated  by a yard with its own door. Expansion may stop at the second

floor in both buildings,   as seen typically in the settlements of the Mabar

plains of the central Highlands.  Otherwise,  as  was seen in the eastern

fringes of the northern Highlands and in the Eastern Plateau, the oldest

building is  a tower. The lower building may be used as  separate living

accommodation for women and children,10 or else as ancillary spaces.

Because buildings can  grow vertically as the need arises  a dwelling  may

eventually consist of twin towers  separated  by  a  high walled yard with

the main gate. Living quarters, usually destinated to door keepers or

guards, may exist above the gate. 

Other examples  were seen in a  provincial context, including Sa'da,

Khamir, Kawkaban, Dhawran, Barat, in which buildings  shared an

enclosed yard, but not always in the compound concept as it was

understood in  the Tihama where the various buildings  sheltered different

functions for the same household. Two or more related families in their

respective buildings  could share a common enclosed open space

containing as many ancillary  features - a cistern, stores, kitchens and

guard houses -  as might  be  justified by  the families' size  and

importance.

These units appear independent  enough from communal spaces and

supply  to be able to stand  siege.  
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In Sana'a  a  variation is  peculiar to the garden suburbs (such as  Bir al

'Azab and Bir al Shams) and the neighbouring villages of Al Rhawda and

Wadi Dar, which were  areas favoured  for  country houses by the former

Turkish administration and  wealthy Yemenis.  These houses,  although

structurally of the "Tower House" type, tend to have fewer floors - often not

more than two  - and  quite large gardens and yards. The ground  floor

can be used for living accommodation, with a  kitchen and living rooms.  A

large reception room often exists, with an arched  porch,  opening onto a

pool with a fountain set within  an arcaded enclosure in the orchard. This

is   similar to a characteristic pointed  before in  "Red  Sea Houses".
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"TOP COURT HOUSES" 

Last but not the least is a variation, of which scattered examples were

surveyed, named by the writer, for want of a better expression, as "Top

Court Houses". The houses of the Jewish Quarter of Sana'a would  qualify

as scaled down members  of this  particular group.

The top court houses differ from the prototypical tower house in that at

the uppermost level the rooms are arranged in courts on the roofs with

light wells (shamsia) for the circulation  areas in the floors below.  The

last flight of stairs, serving the top court rooms, is often positioned  off-

centred   to the vertical axis  of the main staircase. 

The light well was seen  at Kawkaban and at Thula as a small arcaded

gallery surronding a central open shaft going  from the top to the ground

floor. At Thula, where these examples are associated with  "old houses",

other cases appeared with more than one light well. At Dhamar a gallery

existed at the top court with lightwells in the floors below becaming

smaller from floor to floor.  Elsewhere,  at  Sa'da and Talh, Jabal Sabr,

Rada' and Al Hada, enlarged light holes in the roof  court  corresponded

with smaller ones in the circulation floors of the upper storeys.  Althought

e x a m p l e s  a p p e a r e d  m o r e  c o n c e n t r a t e d  i n  t h e  r e g i o n s  o f

Thula/Kawkaban and Dhamar/Al Hada,11 no systematic survey  was

made to establish the wider regional occurrence and accompanying

historic connotations  of this type.
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Carl Rathjens classic study12 on the houses of the Jewish Quarter (Qa' al

Yahud )  of Sana'a advances some theories on the basic difference between

Jewish and Muslim houses   presented  by the existence of an open court

(hijra ) on the uppermost floor around which various rooms were grouped,

unlike the tower house form where only one room - the mandhar - exists

at  roof level. The explanation is offered that  "the Jewish houses in the

High Yemen were modelled after the ancient Sabaean houses of the

Hellenistic and Roman times, while the present day Yemenite Muslim many

storeyed fortress houses, which accommodate a whole clan and are

therefore suited to the exigences of tribal warfare, were introduced in South

Arabia by the North Arabians. The atam, the castles of North Arabia, ... are

basically of the same type  as the fortress houses of contemporary

Yemen."13

Although Koranic law prescribed that the houses of the non Muslims

could not be higher than those of the Faithful, this was  apparently not

always enforced in the Yemen, and  instances are reported from several

places including Sa'da, Shibam, Kawkaban and the former Jewish

settlements within the walls of Sana'a,  which suggest  that the Jews lived

in houses several storeys high. In the late 17th century, the Jews were

forced to leave Sana'a, but after a stay in the Tihama  at Al Mawza, were

allowed to return and settle in a flat area, henceforward known as the

Qa'ah al Yahudi, two  kms outside  the walls of the city's western

gardens. Their settlement was confined by walls and gates that closed at

night, and their houses  were limited by what amounted to two or at the

most three  full storeys.14

Modifications were made to increase the usable  floor space bearing  in

mind that, unlike  their Muslim counterparts in trade and commerce, the

Jews  could  not use the market's facilities and  had to keep their goods in

their own stores and warehouses. Thus an ingenious system was

developed of  intermediate storeys with low ceilings serving as stores and

service areas. The ground floor was sometimes partially sunken  and often

extensive  interconnecting  cellars were developed,  to allow refuge and

escape   from "occasionally hostile Muslim neighbours".15 For similar

reasons the entrance to the house was separate from that of  the shops

and stores. The top floor - equivalent to the second floor - consisted of

rooms opening onto a court  (hijra ) reached directly by  the stair.
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Additional height could  be gained at  the back of the house since it was

not seen from the street. 

The Jewish quarters in various Yemen towns were taken over by the

Muslim population after the departure of the Jews in 1948 and, have

consequently suffered many changes. Not only have new buildings  been

erected over the ruins of  the old  but also the layout in those that were

adapted has been transformed. The  writer  was therefore unable to trace

paralels between the  the best preserved  example of Sana'a and other

enclosed  neighbourhoods  that were once exclusively Jewish. In Dhamar

for instance, top courts were more evident   in the area  surrounding  the

market than  in the confined Jewish quarter. 

Little remains  known about the ancestry of the tall buildings of North

Yemen; Lewcock16 refers to a Himyarite inscription in the Taiz Museum

which mentions a house with "six floors and six  ceilings", and a graffito of

a nine storey house in a stone of unknown provenance. There is of course

the fabled  Ghumdan palace in Sana'a whose height and splendour varied

with the literary fancy of the chroniclers. The French archaeological

mission has reconstituted examples of domestic architecture in the pre-

Islamic South Arabian kingdoms and states that "the inscriptions  and the

comparison with traditional Yemeni houses suggest that (pre-islamic

houses) must have been high buildings, with a reception room on the

uppermost  floor ".  The ground floors were built of stone  on which were

superimposed  several  storeys built of unburnt brick within a wooden

framework.17 It is not  clear  however what form those buildings might

have taken in their evolution  or even  if there was  evolution rather than

rupture with pre-Islamic models. 

New  house types have been introduced  since the Revolution  which  will

be  the object of extended  comments  in chapter 5 .  
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the Hadhramawt with  the 15th century  floods and the subsequent shortness of land on which to
build. See "Yemen Update",#30/31, p. 31 
17Audoin, Breton & Robin:88, p 77. Breton:88, p.111, states that as result of extensive research into
the distribution of the house type found in Shabwa, Hadhramawt, he has come to the conclusion that
"these towers are characteristic of the Yemeni towns on the edge of the desert and of the settlements
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Section 2 - Space  utilization

The spatial organization of  the various Mountain house types  is  basically

contained in the  "Tower House". In the Highlands the prefered orientation

is  north for the circulation and service areas and south for the habitable

rooms. For obvious climatic reasons, this  is reversed in the subtropical

southern and southwestern  slopes and in the Tihama. In large houses the

use of the rooms may vary with the season,   the warmest rooms  being

used for sleeping in the coldest weather even  though used differently

during  the remainder of the year.

The hierarchy    of spaces within the house is expressed not only in the

way walls and ceilings are finished, windows and doors designed and

decorations applied, but also by the treatment given to the floors,

regardless  of the material in which the walls are built.  Stables and stores

on the ground floor are often left with the rock bed exposed or covered

with packed earth, particularly in rural areas. Circulation and service

areas  are paved in stone.   Living room floors may be surfaced with a

mixture of plaster, charcoal and alabaster powder (qaddad ), sometimes

finely polished, to be covered with straw mats and rugs. Linoleum became

a popular substitute in the years following the Revolution. Roof terraces

are often left with the construction  material (packed earth)  exposed  but

may also be rendered with water-resistant lime plaster. Circulation and

service zones, where footwear is  worn, and living/sleeping rooms, where

one goes barefoot, are also differentiated  by raising  the door sill which

provides a precise separation between the respective  floor materials.

Interior doors are low,  seldom exceeding 1.7 metres and thus one must

bend upon entering or leaving a room. Symbolic meanings have been

attributed to this, but the writer is not sure of whether this is not, as

elsewhere, a reduction  acknowledging  the limits of function (Yemenis are

generally small of stature).

The main door may open directly to the street or to a front yard, often

quite  small,  where  a  well  may  be   located.  It  generally is  the  object
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of  particular attention both in the way it is framed and  to  the material of

which  it is made. Stone buildings  set a basic model in which  the door is

set on a high frame topped by an arched  tympanum,  which may be blind

but usually has  one or many perforations, made with staggered blocks.

This   allows ventilation and a little  light into the entrance hall and in

doing so the opportunity is provided for some form of restrained

decoration. The whole door may be wide and high enough to allow the

passage of loaded animals, with a smaller inset panel opening separately

for the passage of people. Moderately carved jambs and panels are usual.

Metal door knockers are similarly  adorned with simple designs.
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A distinctive feature already referred is the machicolation-like

projection that occurs above the doors and  elsewhere, principally to allow

seeing without being seen from the  hallways and terraces. This is also

associated with  other functions, such as  cross ventilation , and as a cool

box for water and food.  This feature takes a variety of forms depending on

the materials in which it is built, usually stone and brick  but also  of mud

and latticed wood. It is  also variously  named according to the functions it

performs and to the  region s in which it is found. The most common

name is shubaq (window in classic Arabic, but in Yemen designating only

this particular feature, the  local word  for window being taqa ).  It is also

known by   descriptive expressions relating to coolness and water, such

as  bayt al shurba and bayt al myia (Sana'a) barrada (Ibb) shuqada (Al

Baydha)  mattal (Rada') and others. The word mashrabyia is rarely used,

except by foreigners, or sometimes to describe the wood lattice versions.  

The house is entered through a lofty hall (dihliz ) onto which stables

and storerooms  (har, hatab ) open . A small pen for sheep or a chicken

coop (kirs ) may exist under the staircase. The dihliz could  contain

grinding mills,  platforms for  loading and handfeeding animals, and

buried grain storage pits (madfan ). The ground floor also includes a

chamber for the accumulation of human feces  from the latrines above,

which may be collected from  within the dihliz or from a separate opening

outside the building.

In an urban context this layout may change,  with  the space allocated

for the needs of farming replaced by shops or warehouses (samsara)  for

goods to be sold  in the market or supplies received from estates in the

countryside. In larger houses, having powerful owners, the ground floor

may provide accommodation for anything from one or two guards   up to a

small garrison. 
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The stair leaves  from the dihliz and winds  to the top  around a

vertical structural element - the qutb - having usually one or more

intermediate landings. Stairs may be surfaced in stone or in mud,

independently of the material in which the main walls are built. The size

and regularity of the steps varies; they may be very regular ( e.g. 19x25

cm, 25x25 cm  or 20x30 cm)  as in the Sana'ani houses, or, in the

countryside, they may be so  irregular as to give the impression that the

very mountain track that reached the house door continues through a

dark climb to the  open light at  the roof. Most stairs are lit and ventilated

by reticulated openings which, with the shubaq at the hallways,

constitute a major component in the house's ventilation system. At each

floor there is a wide landing which may be contiguous  with  circulation

areas  or separated from  them by a door.

Grinding mills (tahun, mathana) which were  once an active  feature of

the house until the arrival of mechanised commercial mills, were seen to

be located  at the dihliz, or in the kitchen. Usually, however,   they are

included in the floor above  which, in Sana'a,  may be a mezzanine,  where

grain and fruit are stored in rooms  with masonry bins (tabaqa, tabaqa al

hab ). The same  floor may also contain general purpose storage rooms for

household goods or for  the products to be sold  in the shops.

Additional storage space may be created  by lowering the ceilings of

service areas in the rest of the house - bathrooms, kitchens, stair case.

Secret storerooms, where food and valuables are hidden, may be

concealed  between two floors and accessed by trap doors. 

In smaller houses the reception room (diwan) for formal occasions and

large gatherings may exist in the first floor. In larger houses the diwan is

located on the next floor, the first two floors  being clearly defined as

service and storage areas.

The diwan is the largest room of the house. Its width is limited, as in

the  other  rooms, by the span of the  three to four metres long wood

beams  normally available; but its length may be that of the house,

possibly 12 metres or more. It is the room used for the principal events of

the family's life: weddings, births and funerals. It is also the room where

the shaykh receives his tribesmen to deliberate and occasionally hold

court. 

Large houses may have more than one diwan; and when not in use for

its intended purpose, it can double as a household storeroom or

seasonally as a sleeping room. Spare rooms, a bathroom and even a

kitchen may exist in the same floor as the diwan and  be reserved

primarily for guests.  
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The most private part of the house is from the level of the diwan

upwards, where sleeping and sitting rooms, dining areas, kitchens,

pantries and bathrooms are located.  The custom is that when  male

guests climb the stair they  must be preceded by their host or, if alone,

they regularly exclaim, "Allah, Allah" as a means of anouncing themselves. 

Each floor has an unfurnished hall or lobby  onto which the rooms

open and which may be  just a wide landing on the stair or separated from

the landing by a door. This hall, normally equipped with a shubaq and

often carefully although not obstrusively decorated is the  hijra 18or sa'la,

being the  intermediate  area between the stair, where  both sexes

circulate19 and the private rooms, where women, children  and only the

men of the family are allowed. The same designation is applied to  a small

ante-chamber  existing in  some living rooms, where the shoes are taken

off and the waterpipe prepared. The hijra or sa'la may double as the

place where meals are taken, the word sa'la  appearing to be more

consistently applied to the hallways where this was habitual.

Sleeping rooms also double as sitting or dining areas. In general no

room is solely designated for meals, which may be taken by the family in

any room,  hallway  or  pantry - but never in the kitchen. Small  formal

parties of  guests may eat in the main sitting room; large parties eat  in

the diwan and hallways.   

Couples may share a room  but it is common  for a woman with

children to occupy a separate room from her husband. In  a polygamous

situation  each wife has her own room and  sometimes  also her own

kitchen. The eldest man and woman have the best and second best rooms

for their personal use and as their  private receiving and sitting rooms,

although children sometimes take precedence.

Family sitting rooms are known in different  regions as ghurfa al

istiqbal, ghurfa al majmu'a or, commonly in Sana'a, as the mafraj..  Mafraj

and mandhar are both words used to designate the uppermost isolated

room, with the best view.20 Whatever it may be called, this room usually

is the realm of the oldest man and  has the most decoration, the finest

coloured glass fanlights and the best objects  displayed. It is the room
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18Hijra is, as seen before, the name given to the open court of the "top court houses"  and the Jewish
houses of Sana'a. Rathjens establishes a common ground between the three concepts associated with
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especially chosen for qat chewing by  small parties . 

Although qat can be chewed  anywhere - working in the shop, walking,

even driving -  the preferred place is the mafraj.. The afternoon is spent

talking, listening to music (cassettes, except for special  occasions, have

replaced live musicians), smoking the waterpipe (mada'a) 21 and gradually

letting oneself be overcome by a reflective  mood, the magic of wide views

and the way the changing light multiplies the  patterns on the colourful

tracery fanlights. Whether the mafraj suggested itself  as a favourable

place to chew qat, or qat influenced the design and ambience  of the

mafraj is an open question.  The fact is both are now inextrincably linked.

Qat chewing, more than a  mere habit, is  a powerful element of social

bonding and exchange. Qat chewing sessions are  still the best

opportunity to  present one's case to a decison maker or to discuss

problems that go beyond  normal social intercourse. Qat is chewed  from

after lunch until early evening, except during Ramadhan when it is

chewed  after the sunset meal, and is the pretext for intense socializing.

The evening prayer call used  to signal the conclusion of  the sessions, but

today they tend to  last much longer.22

It appears that in pre-Revolution times  the owner of the house would

provide the qat for his guests;  in the 'seventies, however, the custom was

that the owner of the house provided the room and the drinks,  usual

guests  being supposed to  provide  their own qat. Later,  a common  sign

of changing times was   that a guest brings his own bottle of water. 

Much water is drunk while chewing qat. Water used to be served in clay

jars and scented, frequently with Arabian gum. In the 'seventies  the use

of thermos bottles was  general  but the water was still scented.  Water

was drunk by the ladle or in tiny cups,  even  smaller than the small china

cups for tea or qishr.23 One can ask for water from the person sitting

closest to it by saying "Sahha ", meaning  "Health".  Bottled mineral water

and soft drinks are usual today. 
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21Cigarette smoking is making waterpipes  but a decorative fixture in many houses.
22Apparently one local reaction against frequent and large qat parties comes from modern day
housewives who do not feel they want to put up with the added domestic work load  that they usually
involve.
23Infusion of coffee husks to which ginger root and other herbs may be added, which is  particularly
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"Bunn Turki"). It is not, in the writer's experience, a common social beverage in the house. 



Spittons are another  essential part of the paraphernalia of qat24 since

chewing involves a lot of spitting. Some  are quite elaborate, in embossed

or carved brass, but  the most common are simply aluminium. At the end

of the session, the chewed leaves are spat  out and the mouth rinsed  into

the spittoons or, now more often, in the bathroom. Tea or qishr is served

then. Nowadays  whisky, although forbidden, is commonly drunk,

especially in the towns. The qat session may therefore extend into the

evening as a drinking party . 

Rooms are consistently furnished in the same way. "Built in" features

include  niches (mugharaf ) with or without doors and plaster shelves

(sfaf ), where useful and decorative objects (trays, brass lamps, parfumers,

incense-burners) are displayed.  In some cases there are masonry

platforms to sit or sleep on, such as those seen particularly in the south

and southeast  and in the ground floor sitting rooms of some houses  of

the garden suburbs of Sana'a.  Otherwise there are  wooden pegs  on

which to hang clothes, daggers, guns or even the water pipe. 

Movable furniture (mafrasha ) consists of rugs, mattresses along the

walls (farsh ), hard cushions for the back ('usada ), arm rests (madka ) and

smaller soft cushions (mukhadda or bint al 'usada ) placed on top of

'usada or the madka.25 Clothes and personal effects are kept in trunks

and chests. Low tables and tray stands are  sometimes part of the

furniture.  Rooms used to be lit by oil lamps, often of  alabaster or stone,

hanging from the ceiling. These have become market commodities for

foreigners, electricity or at least Primus lamps now being widespread.

Electrical fittings  usually have consisted  of naked   light bulbs or neon
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stands for the  water cups, ashtrays or tea-cups, ladle,  brass tea or coffee pot and thermos for qishr or
tea.     
25Approximate dimensions: farsh, 190x90x7 cm; 'usada: 72x52x15 to18 cm; madka:, 44x24x24 cm;
mukhadda:, 50x30 or 55x35 cm. 



light tubes. 

Ablution  places (masfa ) or complete toilet/bathrooms are usually

available near the receiving rooms.  In the countryside masfa were seen at

one end of the mafraj in the northern and northeastern Highlands, at the

mafraj  antechamber in the southern and southeastern Highlands or on

the roof  in the central Highlands and elsewhere.  Some masfa have an

adjoining place for prayer.

Bathrooms (hammam, bayt al ma ) consist of a stone or mud latrine

and a washing area with a shallow trough channeling liquid waste outside.

Washing is done squatting with the feet positioned on two small

quadrangular stones in front of which there is a higher cylindrical stone

for the water basin. The washing area  is  either surrounded by a sill or

slightly sunken so that the water runs to the hole from which urine is also

drained out. A large container of water is  also stored  in the bathroom for

the  day's needs .  Water proofing  with a skirting of polished lime plaster

is frequent. Sometimes this surface is decorated  with simple paintings or

carvings, occasionally relating to the objects for ablution, such as pitchers. 

In low houses,  like those of the garden suburbs or the Jewish quarter

of Sana'a, waste went to  a pit below ground level  which had to be

periodically emptied. In multi-storeyed houses, bathrooms are located as

high  as possible and, when there is only one, it may be   on the roof itself.

The reason lies in the waste  disposal system adopted. This consists of

separating liquid from solid waste, the former going  directly to the outside

through a drain hole, either running down an impermeable  surface

rendered with water resistant lime mortar or,  particularly in mud houses,

a drainpipe jutting out of the wall.  Solid waste is dropped through a long

shaft to a chamber in the ground floor where it dries and is collected  as

fuel for the public baths which when  reduced to ashes is  used as

fertilizer.  Additional bathrooms have parallel shafts to the same chamber.

In the east and southeast solid waste may fall down an inclined stone to

the outside or a shaft not extending all the way to the ground floor, into an

open container where it quickly dries.  The form, position and volumetric

importance  of  toilet shafts are important in the identification of   regional

architectural variations.  The longer the drop the safer the process, which

worked very well  in  the Highlands climate  at the population densities of

pre-Revolution times. It is also true that it depended  on  the existence of

lower social groups  for  the collection of waste. 

Excess of water ruins the system, and so the introduction of a domestic

piped supply caused its demise. Western type sanitary equipment with

flush toilets has become fashionable even in the countryside and many old

houses have adapted their traditional bathrooms to accommodate these
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fittings.

Surprisingly, kitchens (matbakh,dayma ) are the least attractive part of

the house, being  smoke-blackened  rooms, bereft of comfort,  poorly lit

and ventilated. They are often located on the top floor allowing direct

ventilation   and smoke to escape  through holes or simple  rooftop

chimney pots. Ventilation holes on the walls otherwise fulfill this purpose.

In  some examples   a whole part of the  wall is multiperforated  with

staggered stone or earth blocks, thus creating simultaneously  a strong

design element in the facade. Windows, where  they exist, are usually  very

small. Chimney pieces  and  flues are rare. 

Cooking is done in a mud oven lined with baked clay cones, open at

both ends, accessed through the top and having  a lateral hole at the

bottom to withdraw ashes (tannur ).  Both wood and dung cakes (tikha )

are used as fuel. Food is prepared on a masonry worktop or on the floor.

Washing is done in a shallow trough (sahil ) lined with stone or lime

plaster which may be raised but more often than not is  at floor level. At

one end of the sahil there is a large ceramic water jar  or deposit

waterproofed with lime plaster, which during  the last 20 years have been

replaced by metal tanks. Tea and coffee are prepared on a small  portable

or built-in stove (kanun ), which also provides charcoal for the waterpipes.

Branches and twigs for fuel are  stored at one corner of the kitchen.

Utensils are kept  in niches in the walls  but food is not stored in the

kitchen.  In large houses  the water supply for the kitchens may be from  a

well,  up through a  built in shaft  in the wall sometimes running  the

whole height of the building. 

Roofs are part of the effective area  of the house,  being often its  only

open space.  Roof spaces are used to store  wood, dry clothes,  fruit and

grain and,   in  both the  Tihama and  in the subtropical areas of the

highlands, for sleeping  during  the hottest months. Regional variations

occur with or without parapets; when these exist they may take the form

of  blind walls up to 2 metres in height, with machicolations, and

sometimes  shooting holes. Arcaded parapets or  scalopped roof lines

generally imply  a higher standard of  house construction. Some houses

have parapeted roof terraces at more than one level,  used not only as

service areas but also as recreation spaces for  children. 
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light tubes. 

Ablution  places (masfa ) or complete toilet/bathrooms are usually

available near the receiving rooms.  In the countryside masfa were seen at

one end of the mafraj in the northern and northeastern Highlands, at the

mafraj  antechamber in the southern and southeastern Highlands or on

the roof  in the central Highlands and elsewhere.  Some masfa have an

adjoining place for prayer.

Bathrooms (hammam, bayt al ma ) consist of a stone or mud latrine

and a washing area with a shallow trough channeling liquid waste outside.

Washing is done squatting with the feet positioned on two small

quadrangular stones in front of which there is a higher cylindrical stone

for the water basin. The washing area  is  either surrounded by a sill or

slightly sunken so that the water runs to the hole from which urine is also

drained out. A large container of water is  also stored  in the bathroom for

the  day's needs .  Water proofing  with a skirting of polished lime plaster

is frequent. Sometimes this surface is decorated  with simple paintings or

carvings, occasionally relating to the objects for ablution, such as pitchers. 

In low houses,  like those of the garden suburbs or the Jewish quarter

of Sana'a, waste went to  a pit below ground level  which had to be

periodically emptied. In multi-storeyed houses, bathrooms are located as

high  as possible and, when there is only one, it may be   on the roof itself.

The reason lies in the waste  disposal system adopted. This consists of

separating liquid from solid waste, the former going  directly to the outside

through a drain hole, either running down an impermeable  surface

rendered with water resistant lime mortar or,  particularly in mud houses,

a drainpipe jutting out of the wall.  Solid waste is dropped through a long

shaft to a chamber in the ground floor where it dries and is collected  as

fuel for the public baths which when  reduced to ashes is  used as

fertilizer.  Additional bathrooms have parallel shafts to the same chamber.

In the east and southeast solid waste may fall down an inclined stone to

the outside or a shaft not extending all the way to the ground floor, into an

open container where it quickly dries.  The form, position and volumetric

importance  of  toilet shafts are important in the identification of   regional

architectural variations.  The longer the drop the safer the process, which

worked very well  in  the Highlands climate  at the population densities of

pre-Revolution times. It is also true that it depended  on  the existence of

lower social groups  for  the collection of waste. 

Excess of water ruins the system, and so the introduction of a domestic

piped supply caused its demise. Western type sanitary equipment with

flush toilets has become fashionable even in the countryside and many old

houses have adapted their traditional bathrooms to accommodate these
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fittings.

Surprisingly, kitchens (matbakh,dayma ) are the least attractive part of

the house, being  smoke-blackened  rooms, bereft of comfort,  poorly lit

and ventilated. They are often located on the top floor allowing direct

ventilation   and smoke to escape  through holes or simple  rooftop

chimney pots. Ventilation holes on the walls otherwise fulfill this purpose.

In  some examples   a whole part of the  wall is multiperforated  with

staggered stone or earth blocks, thus creating simultaneously  a strong

design element in the facade. Windows, where  they exist, are usually  very

small. Chimney pieces  and  flues are rare. 

Cooking is done in a mud oven lined with baked clay cones, open at

both ends, accessed through the top and having  a lateral hole at the

bottom to withdraw ashes (tannur ).  Both wood and dung cakes (tikha )

are used as fuel. Food is prepared on a masonry worktop or on the floor.

Washing is done in a shallow trough (sahil ) lined with stone or lime

plaster which may be raised but more often than not is  at floor level. At

one end of the sahil there is a large ceramic water jar  or deposit

waterproofed with lime plaster, which during  the last 20 years have been

replaced by metal tanks. Tea and coffee are prepared on a small  portable

or built-in stove (kanun ), which also provides charcoal for the waterpipes.

Branches and twigs for fuel are  stored at one corner of the kitchen.

Utensils are kept  in niches in the walls  but food is not stored in the

kitchen.  In large houses  the water supply for the kitchens may be from  a

well,  up through a  built in shaft  in the wall sometimes running  the

whole height of the building. 

Roofs are part of the effective area  of the house,  being often its  only

open space.  Roof spaces are used to store  wood, dry clothes,  fruit and

grain and,   in  both the  Tihama and  in the subtropical areas of the

highlands, for sleeping  during  the hottest months. Regional variations

occur with or without parapets; when these exist they may take the form

of  blind walls up to 2 metres in height, with machicolations, and

sometimes  shooting holes. Arcaded parapets or  scalopped roof lines

generally imply  a higher standard of  house construction. Some houses

have parapeted roof terraces at more than one level,  used not only as

service areas but also as recreation spaces for  children. 
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Section 4- Mimesis

A note should now be made about the mimetic character  of the Yemen

house  as regards its spatial organization.

It was seen that, in elementary houses in the mountains,  visual

mimesis  appeared  to serve the  intention  of neutrality or  the absence of

provocation in the face  of  enemy  threat. It was also  seen that this was

also present  in situations where active strategic siting was combined with

the inter-relationship  of materials - stone houses in rocky areas, mud

houses on the alluvial flats.  Finally,  analogies  were obvious  such as

that in the continuously flat country of the Tihama the house expands

horizontally and  that in   the mountains  the dominant  model expands

vertically.  Other factors  however call attention to the mimetic component

in terms of functional purpose.

Analogies are   evident between the spatial arrangement of the house

and land-use in the Mountains. In both cases a layered order is apparent,

and if levels are compared, from bottom to top, we have a lower level  of

fields (supply), a mid-top level  of villages (everyday living) and at the

uppermost, the privileged vantage point of the shaykh's house, or

government/army castle. This corresponds in the house  to a lower level

for animals, fodder and granaries (supply), a mid- top section of family

living quarters and a top isolated room, the mafraj or mandhar , for the

head of the house .

Another analogy concerns  accessibility .  A common pattern is that  at

the base  level  are markets and mosques, accessible to all and, at the

middle level,  villages, where strangers are not allowed, but through which

one passes to reach the shaykh's house,  at a high point, accessible by

invitation. The house reflects this, with the diwan being the general

receiving room, the living quarters, above it, being entirely private, but

allowing a  passage to the mafraj, at the top, where the owner receives

selected guests.

Thus construction in height in Yemen appears functionally to  reflect

the environment in which the building is set,  even if it  may  also be  a

method  to increase the floor-area ratio determined by  the constraints of

land availability. 
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